
WE WERE IN THAT PLACE, AND GOD 
Al-Ayyat, Egypt, 2002 
 

They shall make me a holy place, and I shall tent among them. 
 
 
And the length of it  
was seven railroad cars  
savage as exploded gunpowder,  
and the width  
was not wide enough  
to contain,  
and crimson burst the doors open  
like Satan himself. 
Tickets were cheap  
and festival time near, 
all the hammered work of the city  
left behind with its border and drape  
of loneliness,  
and the fruit seller wept  
at his reflection in the window,  
for there was nothing there  
save rusty metal bars framing  
the unshorn moon.  
The trains of the poor  
are like animal carts:  
no heat or cushioned seats,  
no linen or leather or bread.  
Wood seats blaze, 
splinter eagerly into skin.  
The fruit seller imagined warning,  
that time would stand still  
just long enough, but  
through it all  
the wheels kept hissing,  
the train kept moving forward  
and time as well,  
unaffected as the night.  
People died before his eyes,  
their bodies bright as copper cups.  
He saw a woman laughing,  
her clothes on fire,  
and men curled up under their seats.  
He saw overturned pots of tea,  
a charred wedding dress  
hung high. 
The emergency brake  
was two cars up,  
in a place where flesh  
already stank, and the length of it  
was a shimmering oven,  
the width not wide enough  
to contain. In the end,  



strangers threw each other  
out of the windows,  
listened as each body  
was offered up  
to the rushing darkness.  
The fruit seller gave himself over  
to the comfort  
of their blistered hands, 
rode the fiery metal  
until he no longer could.  
It was graceful,  
his flight,  
so graceful and plain,  
his fear embroidered  
into such elegant motion  
that he couldn’t help  
but cry out  
his burnished praise.  
 


